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VJ TECHNOLOGIES WELCOMES INDUSTRY EXPERT
WES WREN AS DIRECTOR OF GLOBAL SALES
Bohemia, NY – October 19, 2021: VJ Technologies Inc. (VJT), a leader in the design, engineering
and manufacturing of CT X-ray systems and solutions, is pleased to announce the appointment
of Wesley Wren to Director of Global Sales.
“We are excited to have Wes join us at VJT”, said Vijay Alreja, Chief Executive Officer. “Wes’
technical knowledge and industry experience will be a great addition to the team, continuing
our commitment to deliver the best X-ray CT & DR products and services to our existing
customers and developing new relationships for the future”.
Wes comes to VJT with 23 years’ experience in NDT and has a proven track record as a top-

performing business/sales professional in capital equipment manufacturing. His technical knowledge in
the X-ray/CT industry, international business experience, sales management, team building,
international operations, and leadership will be a welcome fit to the VJ Technologies team.
In Wes’ free time, he enjoys time with friends and family, golfing, snowboarding, traveling, and meeting
new people. He has been to 39 different countries where he has done business in a few of them.
###
About VJ Technologies
VJ Technologies designs, engineers and manufactures advanced X-ray solutions incorporating world-class
imaging software and hardware systems for industry, academy, and government. An extensive R&D
program drives leading edge products, and best in class technical support and maintenance ensures
customer confidence and satisfaction throughout the product lifecycle.
VJ Technologies provides a complete range of DR and CT inspection services, from micro-focus through
energies up to 9MeV via our network of “In-house” X-ray labs and mobile x-ray units. With AS9100
certification pending and inspections performed by ASNT and NAS 410 qualified Level 2 and Level 3
professionals supported by nationally recognized CT specialists, VJ Technologies is the company of choice
of the aerospace, additive manufacturing, nuclear and automotive industries.
Founded in 1987, VJT is a leading global provider of X-ray inspection solutions with locations in the USA,
UK, France, India and China to provide a true global level of service. We apply our radioscopic digital
imaging expertise to governmental and nondestructive testing (NDT) markets throughout the world.

VJT develops and manufactures a complete line of automated, manual, and turnkey X-ray inspection
systems. Primary market sectors include automotive, aerospace, electronics, nuclear, oil & gas, and pipe
& weld applications. VJT X-ray inspection systems are used for radioscopic inspection of products and
assemblies to detect defects or foreign matter, reducing cost and time while increasing quality and safety.
VJT delivers a competitive advantage over other companies through our network of global offices. In the
21st century, VJT continues to nurture emerging technologies and provide innovative solutions for global
customers. Visit http://www.vjt.com for more information.

